Aims & Scope

Psychiatry and Clinical Psychopharmacology is published on behalf of the Turkish Association of Psychopharmacology. The journal publishes high-quality research of interest to specialists, residents and scientists in psychiatry, psychology, neurology, pharmacology, molecular biology, genetics, physiology, neurochemistry and related sciences. Topics of current interest to clinical, experimental and basic scientists are published in critical subjects, such as psychopharmacology, psychiatry and behavioral science. Psychiatry and Clinical Psychopharmacology effectively bridges the gap between basic science and clinical application.

Why should you publish your research open access in Psychiatry and Clinical Psychopharmacology?

- Your research gains a recognized stamp of quality. Psychiatry and Clinical Psychopharmacology uses the robust peer review processes of all Taylor & Francis journals. This assures readers that the journal only includes valuable new work.
- Greater potential to reach a wide audience. Your published article can be discovered and read for free by anyone—researchers, practitioners and policy-makers—anywhere in the world.
- You will follow your funder’s requirements. By submitting to the journal, you will meet any mandates your funder has put in place.
- You retain the choice of how people can reuse your article. We recommend the CC-BY publishing licence. However, if you prefer—and your funder agrees—you can choose an alternative Creative Commons licence.
- Your paper will receive the care and attention it deserves. Our professional production team will ensure your paper proceeds smoothly to publication. You can look forward to taking full advantage of final publication.

Submit your paper at: www.edmgr.com/bcp